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Abstract. We treat the generation of flat-top intensity distributions, as
required for laser applications at short wavelengths. To obtain high fill
factors and almost arbitrary shapes, arrays of diffractive Fresnel zone
plates at the fabrication limit are investigated. The angular power spec-
trum noise due to the binarization of the transmission phase function is
smoothed using an incoherent source. The remaining zeroth order is
ommited by the addition of a constant offset phase to the transmission
phase function of the array. An analysis of etch-depth errors as well as
an investigation of multilevel elements is appended. Simulation results,
obtained by a 2-D analysis for radial symmetry, are compared to mea-
surements. © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

Diffractive micro-optical elements have gained increasi
interest for beam shaping, e.g., the laser treatment
materials1 or for illumination systems. The fabrication tech
nologies for diffractive micro-optical elements hav
brought about an advance high accuracy and reproduc
ity, especially of the periodicity of the elements. In mon
chromatic applications, diffractive micro-optical elemen
are restricted only by the limits of the fabrication techno
ogy. Beside these restrictions, diffractive optical eleme
are able to fulfill almost any requirements for monochr
matic applications.

In this paper, we discuss the design of optical diffuso
for the fabrication of flat-top intensity distributions,2 as re-
quired for 248-nm excimer laser applications. We inves
gated far-field distributions with either rectangular or circ
lar shapes with uniform intensity and high efficiency. F
the application in illumination systems, as in lithography
space-invariant response of the diffractive elements is
quired. In detail, the diffusors must be almost independ
of the size, the shape, and the homogenity of the illumi
tion. For a practical application in flexible systems, the
ements should furthermore be insensitive to small alig
ment errors.

The fabrication limits due to the restricted resolution
the fabrication technology are a severe restriction for
design of diffractive elements for applications at sm
wavelengths. Therefore a conventional design was p
ferred to the iterative Fourier transform algorithm3 ~IFTA!.
The utilization of arrays of binary micro-Fresnel lense4

with adapted geometry is straightforward for this applic
tion. The lenses generate the desired angular spect
while the array property warrants the space invariance
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the element. However, binary Fresnel lenses suffer usually
from binarization noise and a large zeroth diffraction order,
which violates the homogenity condition of flat-top distri-
butions. The small oscillations in the far field due to the
binarization noise can be smoothed out with partially co-
herent or, in the limit, incoherent illumination. Furthermore
we show that the zeroth order is reduced by the addition of
a constant phase offset to the transmission phase function
of the lens array.

Binary diffractive elements with only two phase levels
usually have a low diffraction efficiency5 ~40.5%!. For the
generation of symmetrical intensity distributions, however,
both the plus and the minus first diffraction orders contrib-
ute to the desired intensity distribution, increasing the dif-
fraction efficiency (;80%). To improve the efficiency,
multilevel elements must be employed. Therefore we also
investigate elements with varying numbers of phase levels.
The number of levels is thereby choosen according to the
resolution limit of the fabrication technology. As is shown,
these elements have a locally varying diffraction efficiency,
giving rise to an inhomogeneous intensity distribution.
Therefore, for large diffraction angles at small wave-
lengths, binary elements are favorable.

In Section 2, we introduce our design and explain the
optimization method for the lenses. In Section 3, we de-
scribe the calculation method for the far field. Section 4
treats the effect of an offset phase to the far field of binary-
and multilevel phase gratings. Section 5 summarizes the
results for binary elements. The results are further com-
pared to measurements. The effect of fabrication errors is
2779© 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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treated in Section 6. A short discussion of multilevel ele
ments follows in Section 7.

2 Design Considerations

In our investigation, the following setup was considered:
diffractive element is illuminated by a multi-mode excime
laser with given beam divergency inx andy direction at a
wavelengthl 5 248 nm. The required intensity distribution
is then obtained in the Fourier plane of the second le
system~Fig. 1!.

The phase grating to generate the flat-top intensity d
tribution is designed as an array of micro-Fresnel lenses
hexagonal or rectangular shape. For a given focal leng
the shape of a single diffractive lens defines the shape a
the diameterD of the far-field distribution. Due to the di-
vergent illumination with an incoherent source, the far fie
of the lenses is added incoherently and with small displac
ments. This can also be described in conventional Four
optics by the use of an extended sourceU0(x0 ,y0) in the
Fourier domain, where the extensionS of the source is
defined by the divergency angle~Fig. 2!.6

The diffractive element with the sizeLX andLY is con-
sidered in the thin-element approximation by a comple
transmission function7 T1 :

Fig. 1 Set-up for the generation of flat-top distributions (simplified).

Fig. 2 Design considerations and coordinates.
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T1~x1 ,y1!5 H0exp@ iw~x1 ,y1!#
for

x1>LX, y1>LY
x1,LX, y1,LY.

~1!

In the case of coherent illumination, the intensity distribu-
tion I 2 in the far field is given by a convolution of the
amplitudes

I 2~x2 ,y2!5uU2~x2 ,y2!u2

5uFT@U1~x1 ,y1!#u2

5uFT$FT21@U0~x0 ,y0!#T1~x1 ,y1!%u2

5uU0~x0 ,y0! ^FT@T1~x1 ,y1!#u2. ~2!

In the case of incoherent illumination, however, the inten-
sity distributionI 2 in the far field is given by a convolution
of the intensities

I 2~x2 ,y2!5uU0~x0 ,y0!u2^ uFT@T1~x1 ,y1!#u2. ~3!

In the following we assume that the source is ideally
incoherent. The modal distribution of the laser is approxi-
mated very roughly by a rect function. The convolution of
the intensity distribution with a rect function corresponds to
a detection of the intensity distribution with a common de-
tector with a finite pixel size. This must be taken into ac-
count for a comparison of the far-field distribution with
measurements. As is shown in detail, the incoherent sourc
has a smoothing effect on the fine oscillations of the coher-
ent intensity distribution.

3 Calculation Methods for the Far-Field
Distribution

For the solution of the problem according to Eq.~3!, a
Fourier transformation~FT! is required. In one dimension,
this can easily be performed by a fast fourier transforma-
tion ~FFT! algorithm.8 However, for small wavelengths
~e.g.,l 5 248 nm! and large dimensions of the single lenses
~e.g.,;1000mm! of the array it is impossible to extend the
calculation to the 2-D case. Because we are concerned onl
with distributions of rotational symmetry, the Hankel
transformation9 is applicable.

However, phase gratings or Fresnel zone lenses are con
ventionally fabricated as a binary or multilevel phase grat-
ing. In that case, the direct computation of the far field
according to the Fresnel integral by a sum of Bessel func-
tions is preferable.10 This algorithm is also applicable for
one dimension, resulting in a sum of sinc functions. For this
reason, first the transition pointstpn of them-level Fresnel
lens with focal lengthf and for the wavelengthl have to
be calculated. The phase valueswn of the transmission
function are thus given by

wn5n
2p

m
5
2p

l
@~ f 21tpn

2!1/22 f #1woff . ~4!

For reasons that are explained later and in section 4, we
have introduced a constant offset phasewoff ~Fig. 3!. After
solution of Eq.~4!, we obtain for the transition pointstpn
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tpn5F S nm2
woff

2p D 2l212S nm2
woff

2p Dl f G1/2. ~5!

The contribution of then’th zone to the far field in one
dimension is given by

Un
1D~x2!5tpn

sin~2ptpnx2!

2ptpnx2
2tpn21

sin~2ptpn21x2!

2ptpn21x2
,

~6!

while for cylindrical symmetry the contribution can b
written as

Un
2D~r!5tpn

2 2J1~2prtpn!

2prtpn
2tpn21

2 2J1~2prtpn21!

2prtpn21
, ~7!

with r5(x2
21y2

2)1/2. Constant factors are neglected. Th
far field is obtained after summation of the single contrib
tions, multiplied by the phase shiftwn of the corresponding
zone according to Eq.~4!:

U1D~x2!5 (
n51

N

Un
1D~x2!e

iwn,

or ~8!

U2D~r!5 (
n51

N

Un
2D~r!eiwn.

The offset phase has a considerable influence to the
few contributions to the series in Eq.~8!. The offset-phase
defines the interference between these contributions.
first and second contributions, e.g., can be ajusted so
they are destructively interfering atx2 5 0 ~or r 5 0!. The
influence of the offset phase to the high frequencies is n
ligible.

Fig. 3 Transition points of a binary phase grating for a parabolical
phase function with (right) and without (left) offset phase.
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We applied the algorithm, given in Eq.~5! to ~8!, to
binary as well as multilevel gratings with and without off-
set phase. The results are given in the following sections.

4 Effect of Offset Phase and Incoherent
Illumination on the Far Field of Blazed Phase
Gratings

The phase grating or Fresnel zone lens is conventionally
fabricated as a binary or multilevel phase grating. Due to
the approximation of the continuous phase profile by a bi-
nary or staircase grating~Fig. 4!, the far field shows rapid
oscillations or binarization noise~Fig. 5!. This noise is
smoothed out by the incoherent illumination~Fig. 6!. In
addition, the center of the far field, rising from the center of
the Fresnel zone lens, shows a deviating behavior. In the
center of the zone plate, the approximation of the phase
function especially by a binary phase grating is very poor
@Fig. 4~a!#. The far field shows almost no variation in the
center@Fig. 5~a!#, giving rise to a large zeroth order@Fig.
6~a!, divergency 1 mrad#.

Thus the optimization method for the zone plates to ob-
tain homogeneous far-field distributions is obvious: either
the large central peak must be reduced by approximating
the ideal phase function by a multilevel phase grating@e.g.,
eight levels, Figs. 4~b!, 5~b!, and 6~b!# or the central part of
the zone plate has to be disturbed. A disturbation of the
central region can be obtained by an optimization of the
central part of the zone plate only, e.g., by a different lens
structure. As shown in Figs. 7 to 9, it is also sufficient to
add just a constant offset phase to the parabolic or hyper
bolic phase function. For a continuous profile in the thin-

Fig. 4 Continuous phase function and (a) binary or (b) eight-level
approximation.
2781Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
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Fig. 6 Far-field distribution for incoherent illumination (divergency 1
mrad) for (a) the binary and (b) the eight-level element.

Fig. 5 Spectrum of (a) the binary and (b) the eight-level element,
given in Fig. 4.
2782 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
Fig. 7 Design of a (a) binary and (b) eight-level element with phase
offset of (a) 0.45p and (b) 0.1p.

Fig. 8 Spectrum of (a) the binary and (b) the eight-level element
with phase offset given in Fig. 7.
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element-approximation, this phase shift has no effect on
spectrum. However, for a binary phase grating, the cent
part is effected tremendously. The large central part of t
zone plate in Fig. 4~a!, which is not diffracting at all, is
decreased@Fig. 7~a!#. The large unmodulated region in the
spectrum of a zone plate@Fig. 8~a!# without phase offset is
modulated. After convolution of the power spectrum wit
the spectrum of the incoherent source, the large zeroth
ders vanish almost completely~Fig. 9!. As demonstrated in
Figs. 7~b! to 9~b!, this method can also be applied to im
prove the homogenity of multilevel gratings.

From a comparison of the frequency spectrum for th
binary grating with and without phase offset it can be se
that the difference is largest in the zeroth order and at t
boundary of the spectrum. As can be easily verified by
comparison of Fig. 6 to Fig. 9, in this region the homoge
neity of the far-field distributions is improved reasonably
For Figs. 7 to 9, the ideal offset phases were choos
(0.45p for the binary, and 0.1p for the eight-level grating!.
The ideal offset phases were obtained by varying the off
phase from 0 top. With the ideal phase offsets, the size o
the central zone of the diffractive element is approximate
half of the size without the phase offset. For other pha
values, the effect is scaling between the element with ide
phase offset and the ordinary Fresnel zone plate.

A further comparison is concerned with diffusors of dif
ferent sizes, but with constant numerical aperture. Figu
10~a! gives the dependence of the number of Fresnel zon
from the lens diameter for lenses with constant numeric
aperture. The size of the central unmodulated region or

Fig. 9 Far-field distribution for incoherent illumination (divergency 1
mrad) for (a) the binary and (b) the eight-level element with offset
phase.
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first Fresnel zone according to Eq.~7! defines the maximum
diffraction spot size in the center of the far-field distribu-
tion, as shown in Fig. 10~b!. Figures 11 to 13 give the
results of the 1-D analysis for different lens diameters~500
to 5000mm! for binary Fresnel-zone lenses with an ideal
offset phase of 0.45p. With the number of Fresnel zones,
the number of contributions to the Fresnel sum@Eq. ~8!#
also increases. Therefore the frequency spectra exhibit a
increasing modulation with increasing element size@Figs.
11 to 13~a!#. Especially the modulation frequency of the
central part increases. Therefore the homogenity of the in
tensity distribution after convolution improves reasonably
with increasing element size. However, with increasing el-
ement size of the micro-Frensel lenses, the space invarianc
of the diffusor is reduced. Therefore one has to treat the
trade-off between homogenity of the intensity distribution
and space invariance of the element.

Thus we have showed that by a simple addition of a
constant offset phase to the continuous phase profile, th
spectrum of the binary or multilevel phase grating can be
modified. As already shown in Section 3, the effect of the
offset phase can be interpreted as an interference effec
from the different Fresnel zones. The offset phase desig
can especially be applied to improve the homogenity of the
far-field distribution. To obtain a homogenous far-field dis-

Fig. 10 (a) Number of Fresnel zones (values for l 5 248 nm) and
(b) maximum diffraction spot size (dashed line, with offset phase) in
dependence of the lens diameter for constant numerical apertures.
2783Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
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Fig. 11 (a) Frequency spectrum and (b) intensity distribution for
incoherent illumination (1 mrad) for a binary Fresnel lens (diameter
500 mm).

Fig. 12 (a) Frequency spectrum and (b) intensity distribution for
incoherent illumination (1 mrad) for a binary Fresnel lens (diameter
1000 mm).
2784 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
tribution with a given divergency angle of the incoherent
source, a minimum element size must be choosen.

5 Simulation Results and Comparison to
Measurements

A first design of a rectangular far-field distribution was
performed with an array of rectangular binary Fresnel
lenses without offset phase. The design angles were 4 an
5.5 deg inx andy. To consider the rectangular shape, the
far-field distribution, calculated according Eq.~7!, was con-
volved with a 1-D rect function. Therefore the spectrum
could only be evaluated either in thex or in y direction. To
consider the spherical symmetry, the convolution according
to the divergency of the source was performed numerically
without taking advantage of the Fourier property of the
convolution. Results are shown for thex direction in Fig.
14. In a second design, a Fresnel zone plate was fabricate
with a constant offset phase. The simulation result and the
measurement are compared in Fig. 15.

Both measurements show a significant deviation from
the simulation result in the zeroth order due to fabrication
errors, while the design angles~4 deg in Fig. 14 and 5.5 deg
in Fig. 15! are obeyed. Etch depth errors occur due to de-
viations from the ideal etching parameters and inhomogen
ity effects. The diffraction efficiency of phase gratings is
very sensible to etch depth errors, while the diffraction
angles are not affected. A comparison of Figs. 14 and 15
demonstrates that nevertheless the zeroth order of the gra

Fig. 13 (a) Frequency spectrum and (b) intensity distribution for
incoherent illumination (1 mrad) for a binary Fresnel lens (diameter
5000 mm).
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ing with offset phase is smaller compared to the total effi
ciency than for the grating without phase offset.

Etch depth errors are therefore critical for the design o
flat-top distributions. Therefore we investigate etch-dep
errors more in detail in the following section.

6 Etch Depth Errors

Etch depth errors cause an increase of the zeroth diffracti
order. Therefore etch depth errors destroy the homogen
of the flat-top distribution. The zeroth order increases wit
the area of the diffractive element. The result from a 2-
analysis shows therefore a larger increase of the peak-
valley ~p-v! ratio with increasing etch depth error. The en
circled energy in the central spot, however, shows for th
2-D evaluation the same behavior as the p-v ratio for th
1-D analysis. Thus the encircled energy increases by a fa
tor of 4 from;0.05% to;0.2% for an etch-depth error of
5%. The optimized grating with the offset phase~Fig. 16,
dotted curve! shows the same behavior as the element wit
out offset phase, i.e., the encircled energy in the zero
order increases by the same factor.

Etching errors induce an enlargement of only the zero
order. However, the total amount of energy in the centr
peak remains very small~in our application,0.5%!. The
fabrication tolerances of the etch depth are often below 5%
Also the measurement result in Fig. 15 indicates an et
depth error of this size. Constant etch depth errors can

Fig. 14 (a) Simulation and (b) measurement result for a binary
phase element without offset phase (design angle 4 deg).
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principle be corrected by an optimization of the etching
time or other parameters. In addition, however, the ho-
mogenity of the etch depth over the substrate might be
insufficient. In this case, it is not possible to remove the
zeroth order completely. To avoid the zeroth order, fre-
quently an off-axis design is choosen.11 However, in our
application this is not possible because of the fabrication
limits. Therefore it is probably advantageous to defocus or
to block out the zeroth order.

Fig. 15 (a) Simulation and (b) measurement result for a binary
phase element with offset phase (design angle 5.5 deg).

Fig. 16 Encirled energy in the central spot in dependence of etch
depth errors, 2-D analysis.
2785Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
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7 Multilevel Phase Gratings at Small
Wavelengths

It is well known that the efficiency of multilevel or con-
tinuous phase gratings is larger compared to that of bina
phase gratings.12 The efficiency of binary phase gratings i
usually in the order of 40%, which is improved, e.g., fo
eight-level elements to about 95%~thin-element approxi-
mation!. For diffusors with symmetrical far-field distribu-
tions, the11 and the21 diffraction order of the two-level
elements contribute both to the far-field distribution. In th
case, the diffration efficiency of binary elements is of th
order of 80%. However, the continuous transmission pha
is better approximated with larger level numbers, decrea
ing the central intensity peak. For small wavelengths a
large diffraction angles, the minimum feature size of a
eight-level element might be beyond the resolution limit o
the lithography. Thus, it might be not possible to fabrica
an eight-level element over the entire aperture. We the
fore investigated the optical properties of multilevel ele
ments with varying level numbers. The central part of th
Fresnel-zone plate with the small frequency is realized
an eight-level element, while the level number decreas
with increasing frequency. Fig. 17 shows the design. In F
18 the spectrum of an eight-, four-, two-level element
given. The different level numbers exhibit different bina
rization noise and are therefore easily distinguishable~Fig.
18!.

After consideration of the incoherent illumination, th
far-field distribution shows a step-like profile according t
the diffraction efficiencies of the different number of gra
ing levels~Fig. 19!. Thus the efficiency is improved from
;81 to;87%, but the homogenity of the far-field distri-
bution is reduced. Therefore only binary elements are a

Fig. 17 Eight-, four-, two-level element, according to fabrication
limits.

Fig. 18 Spectrum of the eight-, four-, two-level element.
2786 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 10, October 1996
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plicable to the fabrication of homogeneous flat-top intensity
distributions at small wavelengths and large angles~e.g.,
5.5 deg at 248 nm!.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the generation of flat-top inten
sity distributions for excimer laser applications~l 5 248
nm! by diffractive phase gratings at the fabrication limit.
Therefore we investigated the design and the optimizatio
of micro-Fresnel lenses. The influence of an incoherent il
lumination as well as an constant offset phase on the fa
field distribution of Fresnel zone plates was found to be
applicable to improve the homogenity of the desired far
field distribution. We analyzed binary as well as multilevel
gratings with and without offset phase by direct computa
tion of the Fresnel series as well as by an FFT algorithm. I
addition, we compared our results to measurements.

We showed in detail that by a simple addition of a con-
stant offset phase to the continuous phase profile, the spe
trum of the binary or multilevel phase grating can be modi
fied. The offset phase design can especially be applied
improve the homogenity of the far-field distribution. The
effect of the offset phase can be interpreted as a interfe
ence effect from the different Fresnel zones.

Etch depth errors and inhomogenities of the substrat
induce an enlargement of the zeroth order. Therefore w
found a large zeroth order from the measurements even f
the optimized micro-Fresnel lens. However, the tota
amount of energy in the central peak remains very sma
and it is therefore advantageous to defocus or to block ou
the zeroth order.

With multilevel elements of varying level number, the
efficiency is improved, but the homogenity of the far-field
distribution is reduced. Therefore only binary elements ar
applicable to fabricate homogeneous flat-top intensity dis
tributions at small wavelengths and large angles.
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